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Durham Breakup Of Plot To Assassinate Trump Causes Top Department Of Justice Officials To Flee
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers
A concerning new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today discussing the sudden fleeing this past week from the United States Department of Justice (DoJ) of three of its
topmost officials, Assistant Attorney General Jody Hunt, Criminal Division Director Brian Benczkowski and Solicitor General Noel Francisco, notes that each of them were former Bush
Regime officials in the DoJ brought in by former US Attorney General Jeff Sessions—an Attorney General Sessions whom President Donald has “branded a traitor”, and concurred with by the
Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), who’ve long designated Attorney General Sessions as being a “Deep State” actor secreted into the White House to destroy President Trump—a destruction of
President Trump an absolutely mind-blowing highly-classified “Of Special Importance” appendix prepared by the SVR attached to this report asserts included his being assassinated—but whose plot
to carry out this assassination was discovered and broken up by the feared United States Attorney John Durham—not just any assassination plot, but one shockingly being orchestrated by former
Bush Regime officials—chief among them being Kevin Sullivan, who was the White House Communications Director for President George W. Bush—who also is a graduate from Iona College
where he befriended Joseph Ryan—the same Joseph Ryan that retired with rank of sergeant from the Greenwich-Connecticut police department last August-2019—a Greenwich-Connecticut
that’s one of America’s richest cities, and for decades has been the home base for the Bush family—and on 12 February 2020, saw US Attorney Durham criminally charging Joseph Ryan for his
providing weapons to a convicted felon—a 25-year-old convicted felon named Malique Martin, whom yesterday US Attorney Durham announced was sentenced to prison for firearms dealing
and providing bullets that could pierce a bulletproof vest—a prison sentence court records show involved numerous sealed motions and complaints, which means Martin is cooperating with
US Attorney Durham—and most critical to note about, is an investigation US Attorney Durham has been leading into a shadowy far-right organization known as the “Boogaloo Movement”—an
actual terrorist organization comprised of numerous active and former US military soliders the SVR has documented were being protected from within the DoJ—but no longer, as since Joseph Ryan
was captured by US Attorney Durham, many of the operatives within the “Boogaloo Movement” have either been captured or killed. [Note: Some words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are
English language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact counterpart.]

According to the very limited portions of this highly-classified report permitted to be commented on by various Ministries, on 15 June the General Directorate (GRU) [English] exhaustively
documented the evidence proving that attempted and actual military overthrows of democratically elected Presidents in the United States has become a common occurrence over this past
century—one of whose many examples of this being true the attempted 1933 military coup against President Franklin Roosevelt known as the “Business Plot”—an attempted military coup led by
Prescott Bush, who aided in the rise to power of Nazi German leader Adolph Hitler, whose son George H.W. Bush became the 41st President of the United States, and whose grandson George
W. Bush became the 43rd President of the United States.
Though called by their fanatical supporters as the Bush Dynasty, this report notes, the most fitting name placed on them is the Bush Crime Family—fitting because of this family’s blood soaked
criminal legacy, that aside from including Prescott Bush’s attempted overthrow of President Roosevelt, historical evidence proves his son George H. W. Bush was part of the plot that assassinated
President John Kennedy, as well as when George H.W. Bush was Vice President, his business partners son attempted to assassinate President Ronald Reagan—and shortly after George W.
Bush took power, America was “attacked” on 11 September 2001 in what the world’s most esteemed architects and engineers have proven was a “false flag event” whose perpetrators of have never
been brought to justice—but did allow George W. Bush to invade Iraq, who had nothing to do with 9/11, which the United Nations has since ruled was illegal under international law.

By 2016, this report continues, the United States had effectively been ruled over for nearly 40-years by the Bush Crime Family and the Clinton Crime Family swapping out their family members to
each take turns being President—with President Barack Obama having been put in power by both of them as a caretaker leader in order to keep this criminal conspiracy from becoming more widely
known to the American people—and during this cycle saw the choice being between Jeb Bush and Hillary Clinton—that is until Donald Trump carved up both of these criminal families and got
himself elected President.
After both the Clinton Crime Family and Bush Crime Family were thrown from power in 2016, this report details, they knew that the entire US federal bureaucracy, military establishment and
intelligence community (aka Deep State) were filled with thousands of their supporters, that along with the mainstream media would quickly make mincemeat of President Trump and throw him
from power—except, and as he previously proved by being elected in the first place, nothing anyone has done has even come close to destroying President Trump.
With the 2020 election drawing nearer by the day, and everyone of sound mind knowing there’s not a chance President Trump will lose, this report further notes, more drastic measures were called for
—which saw the Clinton Crime Family marshalling their socialist forces in an attempt to stage a revolution—while the Bush Crime Family choose their most familiar path, bloodshed and murder,
and are being guided by what they caused by assassinating President Kennedy—after whose murder came the 1964 election that saw President Lyndon Johnson being overwhelmingly elected—and
who now believe that if President Trump is assassinated, too, the American people will blame the Democrats and overwhelmingly elect a Republican Party successor—who, of course, will flood
their administration with Bush Crime Family loyalists—most particularly because no decades-long Trump loyalists exist.

The grave miscalculation made by both the Bush Crime Family and Clinton Crime Family in their sordid plots to destroy President Trump, however, this report concludes, was that for decades
Russian intelligence agencies have tracked and documented every move they’ve ever made—invaluable information Russia’s top three intelligence chiefs made their historic visit to Washington
D.C. in early January-2018 to turn over to President Trump—and President Trump’s loyal intelligence officials have been using ever since to unravel all of these plots--specifically in this
assassination plot by US Attorney John Durham—whom SVR chief Sergei Naryshkin advised not to look for high officials, but rather low-level operatives having military experience, like the
Cuban mercenaries used in the plot to assassinate President Kennedy he “could pull the threads on”—advice Attorney Durham put to quick use to track the communications of the “Boogaloo
Movement”—which led to the February-2020 capture and arrest of Bush Crime Family connected Greenwich-Connecticut police sergeant Joseph Ryan and his gun runner to the “Boogaloo
Movement” drug addict Malique Martin—that was followed on 12 March 2020 with US federal forces killing Duncan Lemp, who was a “Boogaloo Movement” financier known as “YungQuant”
knowledgeable about secret crypto currency payments to other operatives—flushed out from hiding a 23-year-old “Boogaloo Movement” operative based in Connecticut named Peter
Manfredonia, who murdered two innocent people before being captured by US federal forces—flushed out from hiding a 36-year-old “Boogaloo Movement” operative named Aaron Swenson,
whose capture by US federal forces in April led to the further capture this week of dangerous “Boogaloo Movement “ US military trained operatives 23-year-old Andrew T. Lynam Jr., 35year-old Stephen T. Parshall and 40-year-old William L. Loomis—and yesterday saw “Boogaloo Movement” operatives 30-year-old Robert Alvin Justus Jr. and US Air Force Sergeant Steven
Carrillo being slammed with a criminal indictment carrying the death penalty for them having killed a US federal officer—the only “Boogaloo Movement” operatives permitted to be openly
named in this highly-classified report—but most terrifying to know about, are all highly trained US military operatives whose primary mission was to infiltrate protests in order to inflict suffering and
death the socialists would be blamed for—and whose secondary mission was to assemble and assassinate President Trump—thus providing further clues as to why elite CIA assassins attacked a US
Air Force plane in Iraq last week carrying “terrorist leaders” fleeing from the United States as US Attorney Durham and his forces closed in on them—and also why Bush Crime Family
aligned top Department of Justice officials are now fleeing, too.
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[Note: Many governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the information found in these reports so as not to alarm their citizens about the many
catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of Sorcha Faal strongly disagree with in believing that it is every human being’s right to know the
truth. Due to our mission’s conflicts with that of those governments, the responses of their ‘agents’ has been a longstanding misinformation/misdirection campaign designed
to discredit us, and others like us, that is exampled in numerous places, including HERE.]
[Note: The WhatDoesItMean.com website was created for and donated to the Sisters of Sorcha Faal in 2003 by a small group of American computer experts led by the late
global technology guru Wayne Green (1922-2013) to counter the propaganda being used by the West to promote their illegal 2003 invasion of Iraq.]
[Note: The word Kremlin (fortress inside a city) as used in this report refers to Russian citadels, including in Moscow, having cathedrals wherein female Schema monks
(Orthodox nuns) reside, many of whom are devoted to the mission of the Sisters of Sorcha Faal.]
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